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Abstract

Among college graduates, teachers have both low average AFQT and high average
risk aversion. Using a dynamic optimization model with unobserved heterogeneity, we
find that the low mean AFQT score among teachers does not reflect a low return to
cognitive skill within teaching but low return to other skills, correlated with AFQT.
The compression of earnings within teaching attracts relatively risk-averse individuals.
Were it possible to make teacher compensation mimic the return to skills and riski-
ness of the non-teaching sector, overall compensation in teaching would significantly
increase. Moreover, such a shift would substantially reduce utility of many current
teachers, making the process of reform challenging. Importantly, even a model with
no unobserved heterogeneity appears to fit well within sample, and one might conclude
that allowing for two or three types fits the data adequately. Formal methods reject
this conclusion. The BIC favors more types through six, the most we have been able
to include in the model so far. Ranking models by their out-of-sample accuracy, more
types is also better although the improvements from going from four to five and from
five to six types are noticeably smaller than those from adding an additional type to a
lower base.
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1 Introduction

Teacher salaries are typically based on salary scales that depend only on education, expe-

rience and seniority and not on measures of quality or achievement. Yet we know that, at

least in other settings (e.g. Lazear 2000), tying compensation more closely to performance

can both increase the productivity of a fixed set of individuals and attract more productive

individuals. Hoxby and Leigh (2004) provide support for this hypothesis in teaching (see

also Bacolod (2007)).1 Consequently, there is considerable interest in performance pay for

teachers (see for example, the National Research Council report, Hout and Elliott 2011).

At the same time, teachers unions have typically resisted performance pay. This is not

entirely surprising. As we will show, teachers are, on average, more risk averse than the

general population of college graduates. Standard theory implies that they will therefore

require greater compensation to offset the increased risk associated with performance pay.

In this paper, we do not examine performance pay, per se, but we ask how the composition

of the teaching profession would change if education and ability were compensated in the

same way as in the general labor market for college graduates, presumably making teaching

a similarly risky occupation. Like much of this literature, we look at the effect on general

ability as measured by test scores and/or potential earnings outside teaching since we do not

have a measure of teacher effectiveness. We take it as given that ability within and outside

teaching are correlated, albeit imperfectly. This is supported by our estimates of a strong

correlation between potential earnings in teaching and non-teaching.

To do this we estimate a dynamic model of occupation choice in which individuals decide

each year whether to work as a teacher, in some other occupation, or not to be employed.

The decision is dynamic because there are sector-specific returns to experience and because

there is a cost of moving among the sectors.2

Our model is closest in both format and spirit to Stinebrickner (2001b) and particularly

Stinebrickner (2001a). There are, however, some important differences in our treatment of
1Leigh (2012) finds evidence that higher pay increases the test scores of students in teacher training

programs in Australia and some evidence that greater earnings dispersion outside of teaching lowers scores.
2There is an enormous literature on the decisions to become a teacher and to leave teaching which we

will not attempt to review thoroughly. This literature is reviewed in Dolton (2006).
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uncertainty and of variation in the importance of earnings in the utility function. In addition,

unlike him, we do not limit our sample to individuals who obtain their teaching qualification

early on but consider all college graduates. The policy changes of interest to us may affect

the decision to obtain a teaching qualification. We are also able to follow individuals much

later into their careers which allows us to consider exit from and reentry into teaching.

We allow for unobserved individual heterogeneity in both tastes and productivity across

sectors. In doing so, we face two risks. If we do not allow for sufficient heterogeneity, the

model is misspecified. If we allow for excess heterogeneity, although the estimates remain

consistent, our counterfactual estimates may suffer from overfitting of the original model. We

address these concerns by testing the accuracy of out-of-sample predictions using different

numbers of unobserved types and by checking the goodness-of-fit of each of the models. Our

estimates imply that we require a large number of unobservable types to address unobserved

heterogeneity adequately.

When we do not control for unobserved heterogeneity, there is a noticeably lower return to

measured ability, as captured by performance on the Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT),

within than outside teaching. However, controlling for unobserved heterogeneity largely elim-

inates this difference. Instead, we find a much smaller effect of this unobserved heterogeneity

in teaching than in non-teaching jobs.

Rewarding this form of ability in teaching similarly to the way it is rewarded outside

teaching leads not only to the anticipated shift of teachers to the more skilled types but

also raises the AFQT of teachers substantially. Perhaps surprisingly, but consistent with

Hanushek, Kain and Rivkin’s (2004) finding of only modest effects of wages on quality, this

policy change raises quality by substantially raising average salaries. The effects on the

salaries paid to different types is important, but the change actually attracts higher quality

workers who are not heavily focused on high earnings.

Even this conclusion ignores the difficulty of effecting a transition. Reform requires tran-

sitioning to a compensation system that rewards characteristics differently from the current

system and increases risk for a population that is risk averse relative to other college grad-

uates. The reform we study would make a substantial proportion of experienced teachers

worse off. Reforms are therefore likely to be very disruptive in the short run, regardless of
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Table 1: Summary statistics

Teachers Non-teachers Not working
(1) (2) (3)

Earnings 51.2387 76.8924 -
in $1,000 (0.6978) (0.5519) -

Risk aversion 0.2625 -0.0821 -0.0197
standardized (0.0176) (0.0071) (0.0350)

Schooling 17.4406 16.8522 16.7000
in years (0.0265) (0.0089) (0.0415)

AFQT -0.3014 0.0384 0.0666
standardized (0.0203) (0.0069) (0.0342)

Observations 2,619 20,428 810
NOTE: Standard errors in parenthesis.

whether they are beneficial in the long run.3

2 Data and Some Empirical Regularities

We reverse the usual order of presentation and discuss the data before the model because

certain regularities will influence how we develop the model.

We use the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79). Since the NLSY79

is well-known to labor economists, we skip a general description of the survey. We restrict

the sample to college graduates and drop observations in which individuals report being

self-employed, in the military or working fewer than 35 hours a week. Finally, we drop

individuals interviewed fewer than four times. Table 1 shows summary statistics for the

sample, divided into three categories: (1) teachers, (2) non-teachers and (3) not working.

Note that an individual might be in all three categories over the course of the panel.

Compensation over the Lifecycle: Table 1 shows that teachers, on average, earn less

than other college graduates. As shown in figure 1a, teachers’ and non-teachers’ have similar
3See Biasi (2016) for a study of teacher mobility and exit following Wisconsin’s Act 10, which radically

overhauled the compensation system for teachers in that state.
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earnings when 22 years old, but a gap emerges as they age. In this and other figures, we show

estimates for individuals age 22-55. However, sample sizes at both extremes are small and

should therefore be treated with caution. By the time they are 55 years old, non-teachers

earn almost 56 thousand dollars4 more than teachers do. This pattern does not merely

reflect the changing composition of the various groups over the lifecycle. Controlling for

individual fixed effects or restricting the estimates to individuals who are only teachers or

only non-teachers does not substantially change the pattern.

Risk and Uncertainty: The variance of earnings is initially small and similar for teachers

and non-teachers, but as age increases the variance remains modest for teachers and grows

dramatically for non-teachers (see figure 1b). Since the error could reflect factors known

to the individual but not the econometrician, this does not necessarily imply that teaching

is less risky than other occupations, but it is suggestive. And, in fact, if we regress log

earnings on schooling, experience, year fixed effects and individual fixed effects, residual

wage variation is higher and grows faster among non-teachers.

(a)

4In 2012 dollars.
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(b)

Figure 1: Teachers and Non-teachers earnings* by age

(a) Average earnings

(b) Earnings variance

*Translated into 2012 dollars.

Risk aversion: Therefore, we would expect risk-averse individuals to sort into teaching.

We construct a risk-aversion parameter using three questions which were asked in each of

four years:5 (1) Would you take a job that could double your income or cut it by 1/2 with a

50-50 chance?, (2) Would you take a job that could double your income or cut it by 1/3 with

a 50-50 chance?, and (3) Would you take a job that could double your income or cut it by

1/5 with a 50-50 chance? Using the responses to these questions we construct a risk aversion

parameter. We assign a “1” to individuals that responded yes to the three questions, then a

“2” to individuals that responded no to question one but yes to the other two, then we assign

a “3” to individuals that responded no to questions one and two but yes to the last one, and

finally we give a “4” to the most risk averse individuals that responded no to all questions.

Because the same questions were asked in several years, the risk aversion parameter for a

given individual may change. To have a measure of risk aversion for every year we use the

most recent risk aversion parameter available for each individual.
51993, 2002, 2004 and 2006
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As shown in figure 2, teachers are more risk averse than individuals working in other oc-

cupations.

Figure 2: Risk aversion by age

Measured skills: Since teachers are rewarded for their education, we would not be

surprised if they had higher average levels of education than workers in other occupations

even among college graduates. This is confirmed in table 1. In fact, in 2000 (when our

sample is between 35 and 43 years old) 72% of teachers had graduate studies6 compared

with only 43% of non-teachers and 17% of individuals out of the labor force.

However, figure 3 shows that they generally have less skill as measured by the AFQT.

The NLSY79 measured the AFQT when the sample was 15-22 years old. The mean AFQT

percentile, adjusted for the age at which the individual took that test, for teachers in our

sample is 67 while the mean percentile for non-teachers is 75. Figure 3 shows the stan-

dardized average AFQT by age. This “observable ability” measure is lower for teachers of

all age groups, perhaps because teachers’ wages are not as responsive to cognitive skills as

those for non-teachers. For some age groups this difference is almost 0.5 standard deviations.

6Individuals that have at least 17 years of schooling.
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Table 2: Transition matrix (percentages)

t
Teacher Non-teacher Not working

t− 1
Teacher 93.4 5.2 1.5
Non-teacher 0.8 98.3 0.9
Not working 4.7 23.3 72.0

Figure 3: AFQT by age

Occupational mobility: Table 2 shows that mobility between teaching and non-teaching

is modest. Fully 93.4% of individuals who are teachers in one year continue as teachers the

following year, while only 5.2% move to a non-teaching occupation even though non-teachers

account for 86% of the person-years in our sample. Mobility from non-teaching to teaching is

rarer. As can be seen from the second row of the table, only 0.8% of non-teachers transition

to teachers in an average year even though teachers account for 11% of the person-years in

our sample.
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3 Model and estimation

Utility is quadratic in the wage:

u(w) = aw − bw2 (1)

where a > 2bw. Letting the wage equal the expected wage plus a mean zero shock with

variance σ2
ξ , expected utility is:

E[u] = aE[w]− b(E[w])2 − bσ2
ξ (2)

Thus, the expected utility of the agent is increasing at a decreasing rate with her expected

wage and decreases with the variance. Although b does not correspond to a standard coeffi-

cient of absolute or relative risk aversion, it captures the worker’s degree of risk aversion.

3.1 Occupation choice

We model the occupation choice process as consisting of (T − t̂) periods, where T is the

retirement date, which we will generally impose to be age 60, and t̂ is first year the indi-

vidual enters the workforce. Each period individuals can choose among teaching, other jobs

(non-teaching) and non-employment. If they decide to work, their wage depends on their

occupation choice.

Individuals are forward-looking. When choosing an occupation in period t, they take into

account not only the one-period utilities associated with the choices but also their effect on

sector-specific experience and therefore on future earnings. In addition, they may face a

switching cost.

The one-period utility function depends on the decision made, on expected wages and on

individual characteristics and the switching cost if the individual chooses to switch occupa-

tions.

Utility in each state d depends on the state variables sit =
{
E[wdit], zit, di,t−1, ξ

d
it

}
as given
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by

Ud
it(sit) = u(d, Z̄it) + ξdit (3)

= θu1E[wdit] + θu2(E[wdit])
2 + θdu3zit + θu4(1− di,t−1) + ξdit (4)

where zit includes individuals characteristics such as gender, risk aversion, age, AFQT per-

centile and schooling and Z̄it :=
{
E[wdit], zit, di,t−1

}
represents the observed state variables.

We normalize the utility associated with non-employment to be 0. We also set the cost of

transitioning to non-employment at 0.

Note that individuals’ utility for each occupation differs depending on their risk aversion.

One should think of the coefficient on risk aversion as corresponding roughly to σ2
ξ .

7 Risk

aversion is only measured in four surveys. We hold it fixed between these and assume that

individuals know their future risk aversion.

di,t−1 is a dummy variable equal to one if individual i chose occupation d in period t − 1

and zero otherwise. Preliminary investigations found no asymmetry in the cost of switching

between teaching and non-teaching. We have therefore imposed that the switching cost θ4

is not occupation specific.

The individual’s unobserved preferences for each occupation (taste shocks) are given by

the ξdit. We assume the ξdit’s are taken from an extreme value type I distribution. Temporarily

assume that the errors are serially uncorrelated. Later, we will address serial correlation by

allowing for multiple types.

From entry into the workforce until retirement (T ), individuals weigh the consequences

of their decisions for future utility. A full solution of the dynamic programming problem

consists of finding E[max(V 1
t (sit), V

2
t (sit), V

3
t (sit))] at all values of zit, E(wdit) and di,t−1 for

all t, where the choice-specific value function is:

V d
t (sit) =

 Ud
it + δE[Vt+1(si,t+1)|sit, dit = d] if t < T

Ud
it if t = T

(5)

7We say roughly because the measure of risk aversion is related to but not identical to the coefficient b
in the expected utility equation.
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The choice-specific value function V d
t (sit) can be decomposed as vdit + ξdit, where vdit is the

expected choice-specific value function that has a closed form solution. We set the discount

factor δ equal to 0.95. Given the extreme value assumption for the distribution of taste

shocks, the probability of an individual choosing occupation d in period t takes a logit form:

P (dit = d|Z̄it, θu) =
exp(vdit)∑
d exp(v

d
it)

(6)

where the sums are taken over the three possible options available to the individual. Since

we have a finite time horizon, and taste shocks are distributed as an extreme value type I,

expected value functions have a closed form analytical expression and can be calculated by

backward induction. For a more detailed discussion on estimation of discrete choice dynamic

programming models see Aguirregabiria and Mira (2010) and Arcidiacono and Ellickson

(2011).

3.2 Wages

Earnings depend on the occupation chosen and are a function of: a time trend which also

captures linear age effects, individual characteristics, and experience in the teaching and

non-teaching sectors. Thus log earnings for a given decision d = {teacher, non-teacher} in

year t for individual i are given by:

log(wdit) = θdwX̄
d
it + εdit (7)

= θdw1f(trend) + θdw2xi + θdw3g
d
it + θdw4f(expTit) + θdw5f(expNit) + εdit (8)

where xi includes gender, race and AFQT score.

Schooling, git, is occupation specific. For any observed decision, schooling is just the

number of years of education that individual i has, but for the alternative choices we assume

individuals would have at least the same schooling as the contemporaneous average individual

in that occupation, that is g = max {actual education, average education in occupation}.

For instance, if individual i decides to be a non-teacher in period t and has sixteen years of

schooling then git for her non-teaching log wage equation is sixteen. Then, if the average
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schooling of teachers of her age is higher, say eighteen years, then schooling for individual i

at time t for her teaching log wage equation is eighteen. This implies that individual i would

study more if she decided to be a teacher. Since we are not modeling schooling decisions and

education is explicitly rewarded in teacher compensation contracts, allowing for education

to be higher for off-path decisions is an important feature of a teacher-occupational choice

model.

The occupation-specific experience terms, experience as a teacher (expTit) and experience

as a non-teacher (expNit), evolve depending on the individual’s choices. f(.) is a quadratic

function. Finally, the shocks (the εdit’s) are unknown to the individual at the time of the

decision and are assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and variance σ2
d. We

want to capture the fact that wages’ variance increases with age (or experience). This is

particularly true for the non-teaching occupation. Therefore, we model the σd’s as linear

functions of age. For identification of the coefficient on earnings in the utility function it is

crucial that an exclusion restriction exists; a variable which appears in the wage equation

and only affects utility through earnings. We use the sector-specific experience terms as the

exclusion restriction.

3.3 Heterogeneity, serial correlation and selection

So far, we have assumed that unobserved preferences and unobserved ability are both uncor-

related over time and uncorrelated with each other. Thus an intense unobservable preference

for teaching in period t would not be related with having an intense unobservable preference

for teaching in period t + 1. Similarly, there is no persistent unobserved ability which is

known to the individual but not to the econometrician.

To address these concerns, suppose that there are L types of people that differ in their

preferences for each occupation and unobserved abilities.8 We allow the constant terms of

the utility functions and log wage equations, and the coefficients on the expected wage terms

in the utility functions to vary among types. Thus, the utility and log wage equations for
8See Keane and Wolpin (1997), Eckstein and Wolpin (1999) and Arcidiacono (2004) for other papers

that control for unobserved heterogeneity in dynamic discrete choice models. Stinebrickner (2001a) uses this
approach in a closely related model of occupational choice by qualified teachers.
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type l in occupation d are:

Ud
it,l(sit) = ωd

u,l + θu1,lE[wd
it,l] + θu2,l(E[wd

it,l])
2 + θdu3zit + θu4(1− di,t−1) + ξdit (9)

log(wdit,l) = ωd
w,l + θdwX̄

d
it + εdit. (10)

Note that, for a given type, we restrict the coefficients on the expected wage terms in

the utility functions to be the same in teaching and non-teaching. Thus expected wages in

teaching and non-teaching occupations give type l the same utility.

3.4 Estimation

We calculate the parameters using maximum likelihood estimation. Without unobserved

heterogeneity, the contribution of individual i to the likelihood function is the product of

the likelihood contribution of occupation decisions P (.) and the likelihood contribution of

earnings fw(.):

Li(θ) ≡
Ti∏
t=1

P (dit|Z̄it, θ)fw(log(wit)|dit, X̄it, θ) (11)

To estimate the parameters when we include unobserved heterogeneity we use a mixture

distribution, where πl is the proportion of the lth type in the population. These proportions

and the unobservable preferences and abilities are fixed over time; allowing us to control for

serial correlation and selection. With unobserved heterogeneity the contribution of individual

i to the finite mixture of likelihoods is:

li(θ,Ω, π) = log(
L∑
l=1

Li(θl, ωl) · πl) (12)

The set of structural parameters to estimate consists of 48 coefficients when there is no

unobservable heterogeneity. For each additional type we include there are seven extra pa-

rameters. We estimate the model for one, two, three, four, five and six types of people.
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Table 3: Bayesian Information Criterion

BIC

One type 25,582
Two types 20,542
Three types 19,035
Four types 18,418
Five types 17,895
Six types 17,718

4 Results

4.1 Choosing the number of types

The approach taken by most structural papers that use mixture distributions to control for

unobserved heterogeneity is to select the number of types by arguing that the model “fits

well” and that an additional type would bring little gain. The most obvious approach to

model selection, a likelihood ratio (or similar) test, cannot be used because mixture models

violate the requisite regularity conditions because some parameters are not identified under

the null. An obvious alternative, Schwarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),9 tends to

require a very large number of types, perhaps beyond what is numerically feasible.

In our case, as shown in section 5, visually our model fits the data well regardless of the

number of types. We use two formal approaches to choose among the models. First, we

calculate the BIC for each specification (see table 3). The BIC continues to improve over

the entire range we tested.

Second, we use a cross-validation approach. Our approach is based on the following logic.

A properly specified maximum likelihood model minimizes out of sample prediction error

(Hansen and Dumitrescu, 2016). Therefore, if we believe that one of our models is correctly

specified, it should be the one that predicts best out of sample.10 Thus, we randomly divide

our sample into two groups, consisting of 80% and 20% of individuals. We re-estimate the

models using the larger sub-sample. Then, we use the new coefficients and the data from
9BIC = −2·loglikelihood+d·log(N), where N is the sample size and d is the total number of parameters.

10This is based on work in progress by Hiro Kaido and Kevin Lang.
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the other 20% of individuals and calculate the log-likelihoods for each of the six models. We

repeat this exercise twenty times and compare the out-of-sample log-likelihoods.

As with the BIC, this cross-validation approach suggests that we require a large number

of unobservable types to address heterogeneity adequately although there is some evidence

that we are approaching the requisite number of types. In all twenty replications, four types

does better out of sample than three types which in turn fits better than the model with two

types which outperforms the model with one type. When we compare five versus four types

and six versus five types, the model with more types predicts better out of sample in a clear

majority of replications and averaged across the replications, but there are replications in

each case that give the opposite result.

Consequently for this early draft, we present the results of the model with six types. For

purposes of comparison, we show as well the results without unobserved heterogeneity. We

continue to explore converging models with a larger number of types.

4.2 Estimates of the utility function

The results of the selection equations are given in Table 4.

The first set of rows displays the estimates that are common to all types. Relative to

nonemployment, being risk averse increases the utility from teaching and reduces the utility

from non-teaching. When we control for unobserved heterogeneity with the six-type model,

the point estimates for risk aversion in teachers’ and non-teachers’ utility functions still

suggest that risk averse individuals tend to prefer teaching. In the absence of unobserved

heterogeneity, being male appears to increase the preference for teaching over non-teaching.

If anything, the opposite holds in the model with six types.

Switching occupations is costly, and controlling for unobserved heterogeneity has very

little effect on this coefficient. Using the estimates from the model with no unobserved

heterogeneity, for the average individual earning $74,000, switching occupation (or entering

employment) is comparable to a decrease of $22,000 in earnings that year.

AFQT and schooling were also included in the estimation. The coefficients on AFQT are

very similar for teachers and non-teachers. Whereas, more educated individuals prefer to

work as a non-teacher.
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The panels labeled Type x show the relation between types and utility. Each type except

the first has an additional utility it receives relative to the first type from each of the occupa-

tions. These panels also show the full utility that each type receives from expected earnings

(in 10,000’s of 2012 dollars) and its square. With only one type, the marginal utility of

earnings is increasing up to almost $200,000, which covers 99% of our observations. When

we allow for unobserved heterogeneity, all types except the fifth put more weight on earnings

at low values than the single type does. The second type only values earnings up to about

$130,000 while the other types have positive marginal utility of earnings up to $200,000 or

higher.

4.3 Estimates of the log wage equation

Table 5 shows the estimates of the log earnings equations. When we do not consider other

forms of heterogeneity, the coefficient on AFQT percentile is lower for teachers. The differ-

ence becomes small when we control for unobserved heterogeneity.

Not surprisingly returns to schooling are higher for teachers. As previously discussed,

teachers with more years of education receive a higher salary. These coefficients are very

similar when we increase the number of types. Also, for both occupation groups males’

earnings are higher, but surprisingly the gender earnings gap increases with six types, and

is larger for teachers in this specification.

A key to identification of the coefficient on earnings in the utility function is to have a

variable which is only in the log earnings regression. We use sector-specific experience as the

exclusion restriction. The coefficients on experience basically do not change when includ-

ing more types. Not surprisingly, teaching experience is particularly relevant for teachers.

Teacher earnings increase with teaching experience and continue to do so beyond the range

of experience found in our data. Small levels of teaching experience provide little benefit

outside of teaching. However, our point estimates suggest that teachers with considerable

experience benefit in other jobs.11 Overall, an extra year of teaching increases yearly earn-

ings around $1,600 for the average teacher, while it only increases yearly earnings around
11We expect that this reflects very experienced teachers transitioning to other well-paid jobs in education.
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$200 for the average non-teacher.12

Similarly, experience in other occupations increases earnings for both teachers and non-

teachers at a decreasing rate but throughout the relevant experience range non-teaching

experience is more valuable outside of teaching.

Finally, the standard deviations are modeled as linear functions of age (i.e., σ = σA + σB ·

age). The estimates suggest that the variance of teachers’ earnings is lower than the variance

of non-teachers’ earnings for all age groups.

We comment on earnings differences among the six types in the next subsection.

4.4 Characteristics of the types

Table 6 displays the average risk aversion and AFQT of the different types, the difference in

log earnings equations of each type relative to type 1 in each occupation and the proportions

of each type in the teaching and non-teaching groups. The rows are ordered by the size of the

interaction term in the teachers log earnings equation. Thus type 1 has, ceteris paribus, the

highest earnings among teachers and type 3 the lowest. The interaction estimates suggest

that type 1 has an earnings advantage with respect to other types in the teaching occupation;

her teacher earnings are higher than other type’s teacher earnings all else equal. Type 1 is

also on average the most risk averse. For the non-teaching occupation, type 4 is the type

with the greatest earnings advantage. Moreover, type 4 is the type with the highest average

AFQT.

Combining this information, we see that the distribution of types across occupations plays

only a modest role in the wage gap between teachers and non-teachers. To see this we can

calculate that the average teacher type earns 41 log points less than a type 1 in teaching

compared with 18 log points for non-teachers relative to a type 1 in non-teaching. Most

of the difference is due to how the types are rewarded. If the distribution of teachers by

type were the distribution among non-teachers, their mean wage would be roughly 3 percent

higher. If the type distribution of non-teachers were that of teachers, their mean wage would

be 1 percent lower.
12Describe characteristics of the example mentioned...
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Table 4: Log earnings parameters

One type Six types
Coefficient Stand. Error Coefficient Stand. Error

AFQT Teachers -0.0005*** (0.0002) 0.0022*** (0.0003)
percentile Non-teachers 0.0041* (0.0001) 0.0024*** (0.0002)

Schooling Teachers 0.1150** (0.0038) 0.1044*** (0.0036)
Non-teachers 0.0760*** (0.0013) 0.0622*** (0.0022)

Male dummy Teachers 0.1299*** (0.0097) 0.2718*** (0.0121)
Non-teachers 0.2449*** (0.0033) 0.2391*** (0.0082)

Experience Teachers 0.0381*** (0.0031) 0.0358*** (0.0026)
teaching Non-teachers 0.0013*** (0.0015) 0.0037*** (0.0012)

Experience Teachers -0.0004*** (0.0001) -0.0004*** (0.0001)
teaching2 Non-teachers 0.0010*** (0.0001) 0.0008*** (0.0001)

Experience Teachers 0.0283*** (0.0015) 0.0311*** (0.0014)
non-teaching Non-teachers 0.0858*** (0.0017) 0.0834*** (0.0013)

Experience Teachers -0.0006*** (0.0001) -0.0007*** (0.0001)
non-teaching2 Non-teachers -0.0017*** (0.0001) -0.0017*** (0.0000)

σA Teachers 0.2226*** (0.0163) 0.3082*** (0.0129)
Non-teachers 0.1948*** (0.0086) 0.2659*** (0.0053)

σB Teachers 0.0032*** (0.0004) -0.0017*** (0.0003)
Non-teachers 0.0085*** (0.0003) 0.0019*** (0.0001)

constant Teachers 8.3838*** (0.0736) 8.7807*** (0.0655)
Non-teachers 8.6303*** (0.0241) 9.1465*** (0.0373)

Trend, trend squared and race dummies were also included.
Types interactions for the six types model are shown in table 6.
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Table 5: Average characteristics, interaction coefficients and proportions per type

Risk aversion AFQT Interactions Proportions
standardized standardized Teachers Non-teachers Teachers Non-teachers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Type 1 0.1044 -0.0604 - - 0.1701 0.2340
Type 5 -0.1343 0.1146 -0.1709 0.2343 0.0594 0.1106
Type 4 -0.0820 0.2742 -0.2905 0.4913 0.1309 0.0930
Type 6 -0.0022 -0.0206 -0.4051 -0.2402 0.3216 0.2667
Type 2 -0.0277 -0.1202 -0.6565 -0.5218 0.2532 0.2076
Type 3 0.0810 0.0575 -0.9546 -0.8421 0.0648 0.0882

However, there is much more variation in earnings across types outside of teaching than

within teaching. The weighted standard deviation of the type effect in teaching is about

.26 while it is about .36 outside of teaching. Types that are good at non-teaching also tend

to have high earnings in teaching. The correlation is about .77 using the distribution of

teachers across types and .89 using non-teachers’ distribution. In short, there is a strong

positive correlation between the (to us unmeasured) skills that raise earnings within and

outside teaching, but these skills are rewarded more generously outside teaching.

In both teaching and non-teaching the correlation between the type wage coefficient and

the average risk aversion of the type is small although it is somewhat positive for teachers and

somewhat negative for non-teachers. More importantly, while we see almost no correlation

between a type’s average AFQT and its wage coefficient in teaching, there is a modest positive

relation outside teaching. This explains why the differential return to AFQT is noticeably

smaller in six-types than in the homogeneous-type model.
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5 Goodness of fit

To test how well the model matches the data many structural papers show figures, com-

pare predicted and observed averages and calculate in-sample goodness-of-fit statistics. We

show that using these comparisons and statistics our six models seems to fit well most data

patterns: choices, wages and characteristics of transitioning individuals. Then, we test the

accuracy of out-of-sample predictions using the 80-20 division explained in section 4.1. We

randomly divide our sample into two groups, consisting of 80% and 20% of individuals. We

re-estimate the models using the larger sub-samples. Then, we use the new coefficients and

the data from the other 20% of individuals to calculate and test the predictions of our six

models. We show that even testing out-of-sample predictions, other than the log-likelihood

discussed in section 4.1, no single model clearly outperforms the others.

5.1 In-sample fit

We begin by describing the goodness of fit in-sample. Figures 4 and 5 show, for the six-

types model, the percentage of teachers and non-teachers by age. Visually the model fits

well. These figures are very similar for the six models estimated. Moreover, for every model

the χ2 goodness-of-fit statistic for each of the choices is below the 5% critical value, also

suggesting that the models fit well. There are two important caveats: first it assumes that

observations are independent. Yet, given strong persistence in choices, ignoring correlation

over time tends to exaggerate the value of the χ2 statistic.13 Second this χ2 statistic is

not adjusted for the fact that it uses estimated parameters to calculate choice probabilities.

Therefore it does not have a chi-squared limiting distribution (Moore, 1977).

13Consider the extreme case where individuals were always teachers or non-teachers. We would effectively
be exaggerating the number of observations by a factor equal to average number of years in the sample.
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Figure 4: Percentage of teachers by age (six-types model)

Figure 5: Percentage of non-teachers by age (six-types model)

Table 7 shows average earnings for teachers and non-teachers. The model matches the av-

erage earnings of both teachers and non-teachers well in the sense that the predicted means

lie within the confidence interval of the estimated population means from the data.14 This

is also true for the other five models, the average wages predicted lie within the confidence
14Standard errors for the model will be calculated for next draft.
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Table 6: Average earnings (in $1,000)

Teachers Non-teachers

Data 51.2387 76.8924
(1.3465) (1.4162)

Model 51.6430 75.5343

NOTE: Standard errors in parenthesis,
clustered at the individual level.

interval of the population means. Figure 6 depicts the log earnings by age for both groups,

for the six-types model. The absolute deviations from the data for different ages go from

0.0012 to 0.4009 for non-teacher and from 0.0013 to 0.3083 for teachers. These numbers are

not very different for the other five models.

Figure 6: Log earnings by age (six-types model)

Comparing tables 2 and 8, we see that the six-types model over-predicts teachers persis-

tence and does not replicate well occupational persistence for non-teachers seen in the data.

It consistently over-predicts transitions out of non-employment and into non-employment,

especially for teachers. Subject to the caveats raised earlier, using a standard goodness of
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Table 7: Transition matrix of predicted choices (percentages)

predicted choice t
Teacher Non-teacher Not working

choice t− 1
Teacher 94.9 2.5 2.7
Non-teacher 0.6 98.2 1.2
Not working 10.1 34.0 55.9

fit test, we reject the model’s fit for transitions from each of the three states.

Finally, table 9 shows the average characteristics of transitioning individuals. The model

does a good job at matching observed averages in every cell. For every average, the model

prediction is within the 95 percent confidence interval for the population average.15 The

same applies for the other five models estimated. An interesting pattern, well replicated by

the models, is that individuals who are teachers in one year and continue as teachers the

following year are very risk averse and have low cognitive skills. As for non-teachers who

do not change occupation, both the observed and predicted averages show that they are not

particularly risk averse and have an AFQT score slightly above average.

5.2 Out-of-sample fit

While, except for underestimating persistence, our models fit well, at least visually, within

sample, a fairer test is their ability to predict out-of-sample. We take twenty random samples

consisting of eighty percent of the individuals in our sample, reestimate the models and

calculate how accurately we predict choices and log wages for that part of the sample that

was not used in the estimation.

We do this for every model (from the one that does not consider any unobservable hetero-

geneity to the six-types model); and for every model except the one with no unobservable

heterogeneity we find that in seventeen out of the twenty sub-samples the χ2 goodness-of-fit

statistic is less than the critical value at a 5% confidence level. Surprisingly, in the one type

model we find that in eighteen out the the twenty sub-samples the χ2 goodness-of-fit statistic

is less than the same critical value. Of course, the two caveats raised earlier apply; the χ2

statistic does not consider the possible correlation of observations nor the fact that we are
15Using standard errors clustered at the individual level to account for possible correlation of observations.
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Table 8: Average standardized risk aversion and AFQT transitions

t
Teacher Non-teacher Not working

t− 1

Teacher Risk aversion Data 0.3223 0.1622 0.1415
Model 0.3344 0.1218 0.1487

AFQT Data -0.3044 -0.4199 -0.3900
Model -0.3084 -0.2631 -0.1793

Non-teacher Risk aversion Data 0.1218 -0.0321 -0.1024
Model 0.1625 -0.0309 -0.0711

AFQT Data -0.3847 0.0408 0.0569
Model -0.2037 0.0369 0.1151

Not working Risk aversion Data 0.3072 -0.2140 0.0711
Model 0.1754 -0.0652 0.0718

AFQT Data -0.2896 0.0720 0.0745
Model -0.2039 0.1390 0.0659

NOTE: * means the population average is statistically different from the point
estimate sing SE clustered at the individual level.
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using estimated parameters to calculate choice probabilities. Nevertheless, this approach is

not helpful in distinguishing the six models.

To assess how well our models predict earnings we follow the spirit of table 7; we calculate

average earnings for both groups, teachers and non-teachers, in every sub-sample and com-

pare these averages with the out-of-sample predictions of our models. In the model with no

unobservable heterogeneity, for one of the twenty sub-samples, we reject the hypothesis that

the observed average is within the confidence interval of the predicted population average

of each group. For every other model, we cannot reject this hypothesis in any of the twenty

sub-samples.

Additionally, we analyze the deviations of predicted from observed wages by age for the

twenty sub-samples. We summarize this information in figure 7. These are unconventional

graphs; they show the root mean squared error (square root of the mean of deviations squared

for the twenty sub-samples) from the one, two and six-types models. There is little difference

among the three, four, five and six-types model so we only present only the last of these. We

also omit ages below 23 and above 53 years where deviations are larger due to a small number

of observations. The “average deviations” depicted by age show a moderate decrease when

comparing the one type model and either of the models with unobservable heterogeneity.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Root mean squared error

(a) Non-teachers

(b) Teachers

Finally, we apply our approach to predicting the characteristics of transitioning individuals.

In each case, we ask whether the prediction from the model matches the population mean

allowing for the confidence interval around the estimate of the population mean but not (in
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the current draft) the imprecision of the model estimate. We calculate the t-statistic for the

hypothesis that the population average equals the model point estimate.16 Table 10 shows

the maximum t-statistic of the twenty draws for every cell for the six-types model. Since

we are performing multiple tests, we use Bonferroni’s correction. If there is no correlation

among the tests, the adjusted critical value at a 5% confidence level is 3.0233. Since the

tests are calculated with sub-samples from the same sample there should be some correlation

among tests, so we can use 3.0233 as an upper bound and 1.96 as a lower bound. That is, we

definitely reject the hypothesis that model and data averages are the same for cells with a

t-statistic higher than 3.0233 and we definitely cannot reject the hypothesis that model and

data averages are statistically equal for cells with a t-statistic lower than 1.96. In several cells

we definitely do not reject that prediction and observed averages are equivalent; cells on the

diagonal and for individuals transitioning from teacher to non-teacher and from non-teacher

to non-employment. On the other hand we can only clearly reject the null for average AFQT

for the small group transitioning between non-employment to teacher.

Interestingly, the model with no heterogeneity predicts the characteristics of transitioning

individuals as well as the six-types model. For each of the other models, there is also only

one average for which we can clearly reject the null, but there are slightly fewer cells for

which we definitely do not reject that the predicted and population averages are equal.

16Using standard errors clustered at the individual level.
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Table 9: Maximum t-statistic of the 20 draws

t
Teacher Non-teacher Not working

t− 1

Teacher Risk aversion 0.2675 1.9147 2.2738*
AFQT 0.2125 1.7669 1.2478

Non-teacher Risk aversion 1.9395 0.1128 1.6450
AFQT 2.0688* 0.1480 1.7847

Not working Risk aversion 1.2866 2.4651* 0.6598
AFQT 10.2871** 2.1286* 1.1708

NOTE: ** denotes cells where averages are statistically different, * denotes
cells where averages could be statistically different.

6 Simulation

We use the six-types model to simulate how teachers characteristics, in particular AFQT

and risk aversion, would vary if a different contract were offered. To assess the experiment’s

“cost” we also calculate average earnings given the new environment. We are interested in

analyzing the change in teacher composition keeping quantity constant, that is we want to

keep average probabilities of being a teacher and a non-teacher unchanged. To achieve this

we adjust the constant terms in the log earning equations.

Our simulation considers a world in which salaries for teachers reward observable and

unobservable abilities in the same way as those of non-teachers. These changes imply an

increase in the riskiness of the teaching occupation; there is much more variation in earnings

across types outside of teaching than within teaching. To replicate this scenario we adjust

several coefficients. First, we adjust teacher salaries so that they are as responsive to AFQT

(our measure of “observable ability”) as those for non-teachers. Then, we replace the coeffi-

cients on the unobservable types in the log earnings equation for teachers with those from

the non-teaching log earnings equation. Finally, we make the relation between risk aversion

and the value of a teaching job the same as for a non-teaching job. For this last step, we

adjust the constant term of utility for teachers so that “risk neutral” individuals (those with

the lowest risk aversion measure) are indifferent to the increase in riskiness. We also raise
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Table 10: Average effect of simulation

AFQT Risk aversion Earnings
(standardized) (in $1,000)

Model -0.3008 0.2614 51.6430
Simulation 0.0275 0.0632 65.9131

teachers’ earnings variance by setting the σA and σB parameters the same as the parameters

estimated in the non-teaching wage equation. Due to the conversion from logs to levels, this

increases expected wages in the selection equations.

Finally, we adjust the constant terms from log earnings equations so that there is only a

change in the composition of teachers and not in the quantity (or average probability).

Table 11 shows the average effect of the simulation. Average AFQT increases 0.33 standard

deviations while average risk aversion decreases 0.20 standard deviations. Figures 9a and 9b

depict how each characteristic changes by age. This policy drastically increases the share of

type 4s that decide to teach. In the simulation type 4s represent about 50% of all teaching

person-years. Moreover, average teaching salaries increase by around $14,000 per year, an

increase of about 28%.

Despite the large increasing in average teacher earnings, this policy would significantly

reduce the utility of many current teachers, making the process of reform challenging. For

77% of our teacher-year observations, utility would decrease. The cut in utility is sufficient

for some individuals to change occupation. We estimate that around 30% of current teachers

would prefer to work in a different job or leave the labor force if the policy were implemented.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Results from simulation

(a) Average standardized AFQT by age

(b) Average standardized risk aversion by age
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7 Conclusion

This paper contributes both to our substantive understanding of reforming teacher compen-

sation and to the practice of structural modeling.

With respect to the former, we establish that, among college graduates, teachers are not

only drawn disproportionately from the lower part of the AFQT distribution, but they are

also more risk-averse than their counterparts outside teaching. When we allow for unobserved

heterogeneity, the low mean AFQT score among teachers reflects not a low return to cognitive

skill within teaching but low returns to other skills, correlated with AFQT. The compression

of earnings within teaching attracts relatively risk-averse individuals.

We show that if it were possible to revise compensation in teaching to mimic the return to

skills and riskiness of the non-teaching sector, the effect on overall compensation in teaching

would be considerable. Another difficulty is that such a shift would adversely affect many of

those who are currently in teaching and who would suffer large utility losses if they shifted

out of teaching. This makes the process of reform challenging.

With respect to the practice of structural modeling, we show that even a model with no

unobserved heterogeneity appears to fit well within sample. It would be easy to conclude

that allowing for two or three types is adequate to fit the data. But more formal methods do

not support this conclusion. The Bayesian Information Criterion favors more types through

six, which is the most that we have been able to include in the model so far. Perhaps

more importantly, when we rank models in terms of their out-of-sample predictions, we also

conclude that more types is better although the improvements from going from four to five

and from five to six types are noticeably smaller than the improvements when adding an

additional type from a lower base. This suggests that six types may, in fact, be better than

seven types although confirmation of this conjecture awaits future drafts.
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